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On this special day I ponder these linkages.
It is clear that Brexit means for Christians Jews and other moderate faiths a
return to our peaceful tolerant and respectful values
There is a demanding need for greater integrity in our leaders giving a moral
compass to their utterings and to all our lives
The Media needs a new beginning, a baptism of truth in the river Jordan with a
John the Baptist
We need to cease to tolerate the demanding immigrant and home grown social
divisions fed by foreign religious and social extreme fervours and practices not
recognised in the stable order and equilibrium of the UK.
We need more gentle genuine humility and respectfulness from our new
neighbours from abroad with their different religions demands, languages and
customs.
It is the essential obligation of these UK new neighbours from abroad, with their
differences, whether of colour, religion, language or customs, together with their
UK home-grown kith and kin, to respect and merge into UK normal conventional
social and cultural life But it is for us also to assist such obligations succeed
with reciprocal amiability and tolerance in return.
However it is never the duty for the UK to tolerate Intolerance or
Disrespectfulness. Well said Dr Popper. It is the obligation of each citizen of the
UK to teach and expect in return tolerance and respect and it is imperative to be
totally intolerant to intolerance and disrespectfulness.
Intolerance and Disrespectfulness of UK values cultures traditions and religious
Christian, Jewish or other more moderate faiths and practices needs to be met
with total intolerance and the full weight of the Law of the Land.
Thereby there is no detriment to our future or the future either of our children
and grandchildren or of our Christian Jewish and other established and
balanced cosmopolitan English social cultures and faiths.
What about the dismal failings of our Police, Laws and Government and most
politicians? The rancid destruction of our UK values by Multiculturism and PC
policies, by the clear failings in the police, UK schools, Prisons, Border force as
well as Governments is clear to all.
These failings are clearly manifest. The UK needs to do much better post.
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